Abstract-Sign-Perturbed Sums (SPS) is a recently developed finite sample system identification method that can build exact confidence regions for linear regression problems under mild statistical assumptions. The regions are well-shaped, e.g., they are centred around the least-squares (LS) estimate, star-convex and strongly consistent. One of the main assumptions of SPS is that the distribution of the noise terms are symmetric about zero. This paper analyses how robust SPS is with respect to the violation of this assumption and how it could be robustified with respect to non-symmetric noises. First, some alternative solutions are overviewed, then a robustness analysis is performed resulting in a robustified version of SPS. We also suggest a modification of SPS, called LAD-SPS, which builds exact confidence regions around the least-absolute deviation (LAD) estimate instead of the LS estimate. LAD-SPS requires less assumptions as the noise needs only to have a conditionally zero median (w.r.t. the past). Furthermore, that approach can also be robustified using similar ideas as in the LS-SPS case. Finally, some numerical experiments are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating parameters of partially unknown systems based on observations corrupted by noise is a fundamental problem in system identification, signal processing, machine learning and statistics, [14] , [15] , [22] . Standard solutions such as the least squares (LS) method or, more generally, prediction error methods provide point estimates. In many situations, for example, when the safety, stability or quality of a process has to be guaranteed, a point estimate should be accompanied with a confidence region that certifies the accuracy of the estimate. If the noise is assumed to belong to a known bounded set, set membership approaches can be used to identify the region of parameter values that are consistent with the observed data [16] . We take a probabilistic perspective instead [2] . Standard probabilistic methods for constructing confidence regions around point estimates require that much statistical information on the noise be available to the user, which is seldom the case in applications. Indeed, standard probabilistic methods construct confidence regions that are guaranteed only asymptotically. The recent Sign-Perturbed Sums (SPS) method [9] , [10] , [24] , [13] can construct confidence regions which have an exact coverage probability of the system's true parameter based only on finite sample of observations and under mild statistical assumptions. The SPS confidence sets are well-shaped, e.g., they are star convex with the LS estimate as a star center [10] , and strongly consistent [7] .
A. Problem Setting
In this paper, we consider scalar linear regression systems
where Y t is the output, N t is the noise, ϕ t is the regressor, and t is the discrete time index. Parameter θ * is the true parameter to be estimated. The random variables Y t and N t are real-valued, while ϕ t and θ * are d-dimensional real vectors. We consider a finite sample of size n which consists of the regressors ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n and the outputs Y 1 , . . . , Y n . Following [10] , we assume that the regressors are deterministic, but all the results here presented can be immediatly generalised to random regressors when they are independent of the noise. We focus on (1) in order to keep notations, algorithms and proofs as simple as possible. However, it is important to note that the arguments developed here can be carried over to more complex systems, in line with, e.g., [8] , [9] , [18] .
The standard assumption in the SPS literature is that the noises, {N t }, are independent and symmetric about zero, but not necessarily identically distributed. This paper aims at studying in a quantitative way the robustness of the SPS algorithm when the symmetry assumption is violated, and proposing robustification techniques. Some ways of relaxing the symmetry assumption have been already considered in the literature and are now briefly reviewed.
B. Relaxations of the Symmetry Assumption in the Literature
A possible way to circumvent the symmetry assumption on the noise is transferring the symmetry requirement from the noise to the input affecting the regressors. This idea was proposed in [3] , [5] for the LSCR (Leave-Out Sign-Dominant Correlation Regions) algorithm, a predecessor of SPS, and has been recently applied to SPS in [20] . In line with this idea, when instrumental variables are available, [23] , the symmetry requirement could be transferred to them.
In [4] , the authors note that if the noise process is independent and identically but not necessarily symmetrically distributed, then a symmetrically distributed noise sequence can be obtained from it by considering the difference process.
Indeed, defining the difference output process of system (1)
which is a process affected by an independent and symmetric noise process {N 2t −N 2t−1 } whenever {N t } is i.i.d., so that SPS can be applied rigorously to (2) . However, assuming i.i.d. noise could be unrealistic in some real situations. Moreover, the identification of parameter θ * from the difference process can be poor in the case of slowly changing inputs, due to the bad signal-to-noise ratio that occurs when the magnitude of the regressor in (2), ϕ 2t − ϕ 2t−1 , is small.
Another approach was pursued in [13] , where the authors devise a permutation-based algorithm that relies on the assumption that the noise sequence is exchangeable rather than independent and symmetric. The drawbacks of this method are basically the same that affect the "difference process" idea, as the distribution of {N t } is not allowed to be time-varying and additional requirements on the variability of the regressors are to be met [13, Definition 3] .
C. Aim and Structure
The aim of this paper is assessing in a rigorous way the robustness of the SPS approach to violations of the symmetry assumption without imposing any further assumption. We also suggest some robustification techniques. Section II begins with a measure-theoretic argument to show that the original SPS algorithm, with no modifications, is expected to exhibit some degree of robustness. An ideal SPS algorithm that makes use of an "oracle", i.e., that has access to information that are not available to the user in real life, is introduced in Section II-A. The oracle-based algorithm builds regions that are guaranteed to contain the true parameter θ * with an exact user-chosen confidence. In the presence of asymmetries, the shape of the oracle-based regions incurs a graceful degradation as a higher level of asymmetry is introduced, but these regions remain guaranteed with exact, user-chosen confidence. In Section II-B, we show that outerapproximations of the oracle-based regions can be built in practice, which only require a bound on the asymmetric deviation of the noises, and which lead to a robust variant of the SPS algorithm. We also show that comparing the oraclebased algorithm and the standard SPS lead to an alternative way to quantify the robustness of the original algorithm.
In the second part of the paper, in Section III, we consider a variant of SPS that builds regions around the least absolute deviation (LAD) estimate instead of around the least squares estimate as in the standard SPS algorithm. Since this variant is still a fully-fledged "sign-perturbed-sum" method, we took the liberty to name it LAD-SPS. Connections to the econometric literature where similar sign-error approaches have been proposed will also be pointed out. LAD-SPS is more robust than standard SPS against violations of the symmetry assumption. In particular, LAD-SPS builds exact regions also in the presence of noise that is not zero-mean, if the requirement of having conditionally zero-median noise is met. In Section III-A, by applying the robustness analysis and robustification tools of Section II, we show that robustness of LAD-SPS to asymmetries in the median can also be achieved. Finally, in Section IV, we investigate the presented methods through a series of numerical experiments.
II. ROBUSTNESS OF SPS WITH ASYMMETRIC NOISE
Let us denote by P t the probability measure of the noise sample N t at time t, and by B the probability measure over {−1, +1} that assigns a probability of 1/2 to each sign. Theorem 1 in [10] states that, under the assumption that the noise terms are independent and symmetric about zero,
i.e., the probability that the SPS region Θ includes the true parameter is user-chosen through the parameters q and m.
Note that the region Θ depends on the noise and the random sign sequences. 1 Using that the noises form an independent sequence and they are also independent from the i.i.d. signs, the probability P that measures the event {θ * ∈ Θ} is a product measure of the marginal distributions P t of N t , t = 1, . . . , n, and B, namely P n P 1 P 2 · · · P n B m·n . Thus, a more explicit way of stating Theorem 1 in [10] is:
for all symmetric probability measures P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P n , i.e., the result is essentially distribution-free.
Assume that the true distribution of the noise at time t is insteadP t , possibly non-symmetric. DefineP n P 1P2 · · ·P n B m·n and let σ(N t ) be the σ-algebra generated by N t . Assume also that, for each t, the total variation distance [11] , [19] between the true distributionP t of N t and at least one symmetric distribution P t is bounded by ν t , that is, there exists a symmetric P t such that
and ν t ≤ ν for all t. Then, for the product measure built by these distributions instead,
where F is the σ-algebra over the (product) space of the noise and the m random sign sequences of length n, and the inequality follows from the properties of total variation distance, cf. [19] . Hence, we have shown that
Thus, if for each t there exists a symmetric distribution that is at a distance much smaller than A. Oracle-Based Algorithm Given a random variable V distributed with probability P V , we define the asymmetric deviation of V as
i.e., the expected value of the sign of V conditional to the σ-algebra generated by |V |, σ(|V |). Note that the asymmetric deviation is a random variable in general and, if P V is symmetric, its value is zero with probability one. The value of η V can be expressed as a function of |V |, [21] . For a given number δ ∈ [0, 1], we define the function Φ(V ; δ) as 
Note that sign(Φ(V ; δ)) = 0 whenever V = 0, so we can restrict the proof to the events where V = 0. Denote for brevity Φ(V ; δ) by Φ, the sign(·) function by s(·), and the indicator function of an event {E} by 1{E}. Then,
where the last equality follows by definition of λ(|V |) and by noting that
The operator Φ( · ; δ) will be used in the following in order to symmetrise the noise sample {N t }.
The oracle-based SPS algorithm is obtained by modifying the original SPS algorithm [10, Tables I and II] as follows:
• A new step is added to the initialisation [10, Table I ].
5. Generate a random sequence of numbers {δ 1 , . . . , δ n }, where δ t , t = 1, . . . , n, are independently and uniformly drawn from [0, 1]
• The {S i (θ)} functions in the pseudo-code of the SPS indicator [10, Table II ] are re-defined as
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}.
, and R n ("shaping matrix") is assumed to be invertible [10] .
Giving the name of "Oracle-SPS-Indicator(θ)" to this version of "SPS-Indicator(θ)", the corresponding oraclebased confidence region is defined as follows
Theorem 1 (Exact Confidence for Arbitrary Marginals): If N 1 , . . . , N n are independent, but may be non-symmetric,
Proof: Note that Φ(ε t (θ * ), δ t ) = Φ(N t , δ t ), and {Φ(N t , δ t )} is a sequence of independent, symmetric random variables (Lemma 1). Then, the proof is as the proof of Theorem 1, [10] , where N 1 , . . . , N n (which now need not be a sequence of symmetric variables) is replaced by Φ (N 1 , δ 1 ) , . . . , Φ(N n , δ n ), which satisfies the required independence and symmetry conditions of [10] .
B. Robustifying SPS
Since the oracle-based algorithm must compute Φ( · ; δ t ), it can be implemented as-it-is only when knowledge on η Nt , the asymmetric deviation of the noise, is available.
However, if a constantη ∈ [0, 1) that bounds the absolute asymmetric deviation, i.e., such that |η Nt | ≤η with probability one for all t, is available, then the oracle-based algorithm can be mimicked to build guaranteed confidence regions Θη that satisfy P{ θ ∈ Θη } ≥ 1 − q m , and such that, ifη is small, then Θη ≈ Θ oracle or even Θη = Θ oracle with high probability. In what follows, we assume that only the bound η is known, and we describe how to modify the oracle-based algorithm to construct an outer-approximation of its regions and thus to get a robustified variant of SPS.
Given the random sequence δ 1 , . . . , δ n , define the index set K = {t ∈ {1, . . . , n} : δ t >η 1+η }, and let U be its complementary with respect to {1, . . . , n}. Then, we know that, in the oracle-based algorithm, S 0 (θ) is equal to
where the first sum is known, while the second one is unknown due to the fact that the exact values taken by η Nt , t ∈ U, are unknown. Thus, the number of unknown signchanges is bounded by |U|, the size of U, and we know that, for a given θ, S 0 (θ) and S i (θ) are equal tõ
for one of the 2 |U | possible assignments of β t ∈ {−1, 1}, t ∈ U. Note that the correct sign assignment depends on θ. The indicator function of the oracle-based region is based on the rank R(θ) of S 0 (θ) in the ordering of S 0 (θ) , S i (θ) , i = 1, . . . , m − 1, e.g., R(θ) = 1 means that S 0 (θ) is the smallest one, and so on. We will use the notation
and the oracle-based region is defined as the set of θ parameters for which R(θ) ≤ m − q. Now, definē
, and
Clearly, Θ oracle ⊆ Θη, and an outer-approximation of the oracle region is so obtained. Hence, P{ θ * ∈ Θη } ≥ 1 − q m .
C. Alternative Robustness Bound for SPS
Note that when the index set of unknown sign-changes, U, defined in the previous section, is empty, the robustified algorithm builds the same region as the oracle-based and the standard SPS algorithms. This happens with high probability whenη 1 n , in fact, definingλ =η 1+η , it holds that
This leads immediately to another lower-bound, alternative to (3), on the robustness of the standard SPS algorithm.
Theorem 2: If for every t, the asymmetric deviation of the noise satisfies |η Nt | ≤η (a.s.), the standard SPS algorithm with parameters q and m builds a region Θ with
Proof: It holds that P{ θ * / ∈ Θ } = P{ θ * / ∈ Θ oracle and Θ oracle = Θ } + P{ θ * / ∈ Θ and Θ oracle = Θ} ≤ P{ θ * / ∈ Θ oracle } + P{ Θ oracle = Θ }. Taking the complement and using Theorem 1, we get P{θ * ∈ Θ} ≥ 1 − q m − P{ Θ oracle = Θ} = P{ Θ oracle = Θ} − q m , and the statement follows by noting that the event { U = ∅ } has probability (1 −λ) n , whereλ =η/(1 +η) is an upper bound on the probabilities that the oracle makes sign-changes; and
In practice, we expect that the lower-bound given by (3) and Theorem 2 are pessimistic. In fact, the robust region, which is guaranteed with probability at least 1 − q m , and the classic SPS region are similar if |U| is small (and we expect that their performance is similar, as well, as is demonstrated by Monte Carlo trials in the experimental results part).
The distribution of |U| is known a-priori and it is a binomial distribution, P{ |U| ≤ } = i=0 n i λi (1−λ) n−i .
III. LAD-SPS SPS builds regions that are guaranteed to contain the leastsquares (LS) estimate. In this section we consider a variant of the SPS algorithm that builds regions that are guaranteed to contain the least-absolute-deviation (LAD) estimatê
The LAD estimate is more robust than the LS estimate (e.g., against outliers), but harder to compute and can have several solutions. For more information on the LAD estimator, in particular for a proof of its asymptotic normality, see [17] . We call our algorithm LAD-SPS, and define it by replacing the S 0 and {S i } functions in the SPS algorithm with
for i = 1, . . . , m − 1, all the rest remains the same. Note that we even use the same "shaping matrix" R n , since the (scaled) errors of LAD estimates are also asymptotically normal [17] with covariance matrix (up to a constant) R −1 , where R = lim n→∞ R n , if it exists and is invertible. Since 1 n n t=1 ϕ t sign(ε t (θ)) is the (sub)gradient of the mean-of-the-absolute-deviation error 1 n n t=1 |y t − ϕ T t θ|, [12] , it holds that Z 0 (θ LAD ) = 0. Hence, Z 0 (θ LAD ) = 0 cannot be larger than { Z i (θ LAD ) }, andθ LAD will be included in the LAD-SPS confidence region, which is built by evaluating the ranking of Z 0 among { Z i }. It is easy to see that LAD-SPS builds a confidence region, which we denote by Θ LAD , such that P{ θ * ∈ Θ LAD } = 1 − q m under the standard SPS assumptions (following the exact confidence proof of standard SPS [10] ). However, with LAD-SPS, the assumptions on the noise distribution can be relaxed significantly. In Z 0 (θ * ) and {Z i (θ * )}, in fact, the modified sequence sign (N 1 ) , . . . , sign(N n ) is used in place of N 1 , . . . , N n . The modified sequence can be symmetric and i.i.d. also when N 1 , . . . , N n is not. In particular, for sign(N 1 ), . . . , sign(N n ) to be i.i.d. and symmetric, so that the exact confidence result holds true, it is enough that {N t } is a mediangale, precisely, that the process satisfies
for all t, where F t is the σ-algebra generated by the past of the process (the noise sequence up to and including t−1 and the randomised sign sequences), see [6] for more details.
Remark 1 (On the Signal-to-Noise Ratio): It is important to note that even if the sign(·) function does not depend on the magnitude of its argument, LAD-SPS does not discard the information on the magnitude of the noise, and exploits this information in the construction of the confidence region.
In order to see this, note that the term sign(ε t (θ)) = sign(N t − ϕ T t (θ * − θ)) actually depends on how large the noise, N t , is with respect to the size of the error in the tested parameter θ * − θ .
Remark 2 (LAD-SPS and Sign-Tests in Econometrics):
The LAD variant of SPS connects finite sample methods in the system identification literature (SPS [10] , LSCR [4] , dataset-perturbed methods [13] ) and an independent, rich thread in econometrics [1] , [6] which deserves the attention of the system identification community. In the terminology of econometrics, LAD-SPS is a confidence set construction method that relies on Monte Carlo sign-based joint tests, [6] .
A. Robustifying LAD-SPS
In the previous section we have seen that LAD-SPS is more robust than standard SPS to asymmetries in the noise distribution, since it only requires the zero-median property. If the zero-median assumption is not exactly satisfied, the LAD-SPS can be easily robustified to match the required confidence level in line with the analysis in Sections II-A and II-B. To this purpose, defineÑ t = sign(N t ) and let the sequenceÑ 1 , . . .Ñ n play the role of N 1 , . . . , N n in the oracle-based algorithm of Section II-A: the resulting algorithm is a LAD-SPS oracle-based algorithm which builds exact confidence regions. Significantly, for nonzero noise, the asymmetric deviation ofÑ t , ηÑ t , is a constant, i.e., it does not depend on |N t | anymore. Thus, in order to build an exact confidence region, we only need information on the (unconditional) probability that sign(N t ) is positive, which is a much simpler piece of information than in the standard oracle-based SPS case. As soon as a bound on this probability is available, a robustified version of LAD-SPS can be immediately implemented in line with the discussion in Section II-B.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We consider a second order data generating FIR system The input signal is given by
where {V t } is a sequence of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 1 (i.e., standard normal).
We set 1 − Table I . Then, we considered the case where γ = 10%. In this case, standard SPS, which is not guaranteed because the noise is not symmetric, scored 89.7%. On the other hand, ifη in Robust-SPS is set asη = γ = 10%, Robust-SPS is guaranteed to include the true parameter with a probability at least of 90%. In our test, Robust-SPS scored 96.1%. An instance of the regions built by the standard SPS and Robust-SPS is shown in Fig.1 . In the picture, also the regions built by LAD-SPS (which scored 89.5%), its robustified version (which scored 97.2%), as well as the ellipsoid built according to the asymptotic theory [10, Section III] (which scored 88.6%) are included. Note that Robust-SPS and Robust-LAD-SPS build outer approximations of the SPS and LAD-SPS regions, respectively. Also, the SPS and LAD-SPS regions, and consequently their robustified variants, contain the LS and LAD estimates, respectively. The volume of the SPS and LAD-SPS regions are comparable to that of the asymptotic ellipsoid. Furthermore, the size of the robustified versions are only moderately larger than the size of their standard versions indicating a reasonable tradeoff between robustness and volume. For the robust regions in the picture, |U| turned out to be equal to 5, which is a typical outcome in the present setting since, from its binomial distribution, P{ |U| ≤ 5 } ≈ 70 %.
The correct value ofη to be used in Robust-SPS is rarely known in applications, so we evaluated what happens under misspecification. In Table I , we reported the empirical coverage of Robust-SPS when we usedη = 10% while the true value of the asymmetric deviation γ varies from 0% to 60%. For comparison, also the performance of LAD-SPS and its robustified version (always withη = 10%) are reported, and they show a good degree of robustness.
The robustness properties of LAD-SPS can be better appreciated on another set of simulations, where each noise sample N (ζ) t was independently generated as exp(G ζ ) − 1, where G ζ is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and ζ standard deviation. In this case, N (ζ) t is not symmetric, e.g., its expected value is exp( ζ 2 2 )−1, so that standard SPS is not guaranteed. However, since the median of N (ζ) t is zero for all ζ, the theory guarantees that LAD-SPS always delivers an exact confidence region. In Table II , results for various ζ values andη always set to 10% are reported.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown that the Sing-Perturbed Sums (SPS) method is robust to small asymmetries in the noise. We have also proposed a robustification technique that builds on an oracle-based algorithm. The shape of the region built by the robust SPS algorithm degrades when higher levels of asymmetries are accepted, while the confidence remains guaranteed and user-chosen. We have also considered LAD-SPS, a variant of the SPS approach, which builds exact, nonasymptotic confidence regions around the least-absolutedeviation (LAD) estimate and which works under milder assumptions on the noise distribution. Particularly, the shape of the noise distribution is irrelevant for LAD-SPS, as only a mediangale property is crucial, i.e., the conditional median of the noise must be zero. We also showed how to apply the newly developed robustification technique to LAD-SPS, in order to hedge against asymmetries in the median. Finally, the presented robustness analysis and robustification techniques were supported by numerical experiments with different kinds and degrees of noise asymmetries.
